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Comments to Council text dated 17 September 2014

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

60) The responsibility and liability of the

controller for any processing of personal data

carried out by the controller or on the

controller's behalf should be established. In

particular, the controller should ( ... ) be

obliged to implement appropriate measures

and be able to demonstrate the compliance of

( ... ) processing activities with this

Regulation (... ). These measures should take

into account the nature, scope, context and

purposes of the processing and the risks for

the rights and freedoms of data subjects.

The likelihood and seriousness of the

prejudice are determined in function of the

nature, scope, context and purposes of the

data processing. Risks should be evaluated on

an objective assessment, by which its

established whether data processing

operations involve a specific risk. A

specific risk is a risk that involves a

significant likelihood of prejudice to the

rights and freedoms of data subjects,

including any tangible or intangible

damage, or distress. Such risks, of varying

likelihood or severity, are presented by data

processing which could lead to physical,

material or moral damage, in particular:

o where the processing may give rise to

discrimination. identity theft or fraud.

financial loss. damage of reputation. loss

60) The responsibility and liability of the

controller for any processing of personal data

carried out by the controller or on the

controller's behalf should be established. In

particular, the controller should ( ... ) be

obliged to implement appropriate measures

and be able to demonstrate the compliance of

( ) processing activities with this Regulation

( ). These measures should take into account

the nature, scope, context and purposes of the

processing and the risks for the rights and

freedoms of data subjects.

The likelihood and seriousness of the

prejudice are determined in function of the

nature, scope, context and purposes of the

data processing and specific risks involved.

Such risks are likely to be present: Risks

sheuld be evaluated en an objective

assessment, by which its established whether

data processing operations in-rowe a S[Jecific

risk. A specific risk is a risk that involves a

significant likelihood o{prejudice to the

rights and {Feedoms o{data subjects.

including any tangible or intangible

damege, or distress. Such risks. o{varying

likelihood or severitv. are presented by data

processing which could lead to physical.

material or moral damage. in particular:

e where the processing may give rise to

discrimination. identity theft or fraud. or



of confidentiality, breach of anonymity

or pseudonymity, of data protected by

professional secrecy, or any other

significant economic or social

disadvantage; or

o where data subjects might be deprived

of their rights and freedoms or from

exercising control over their personal

data;

o where personal data are processed

which reveal racial or ethnic origin,

political opinions, religion or

philosophical beliefs, trade-union

memberShip, and the processing of

genetic data or data concerning health

or sex life or criminal convictions and

offences or related security measures;

o where personal aspects are evaluated,

in particular analysing and prediction of

aspects concerning performance at

work, economic situation, health,

personal preferences or interests,

reliability or behaviour, location or

movements, in order to create or use

personal profiles;

o where personal data of vulnerable

individuals, in particular of children, are

processed;

o where proceSSing involves a large

amount of personal data and affects a

large number of data subjects;

o where the data processing violates -

depending on its context and the

relationship between controller and

data subject - the data subject's

reasonable expectations.

Justification:

financial loss. damage af reputatian.

loss af canfidentialtty. breach af

anonymity or pseudonymity. of data

protected by professional secreckS or

any other significant economic or

social disadvantage; or

o where data subiects might be

depri'/ed of their rights and freedoms

or from exercising control over their

personal data;

o where personal data are processed

which reveal racial or ethnic origin,

political opinions, religion or

philosophical beliefs, trade-union

membership, and the proceSSing of

genetic data or data concerning health

or sex life or criminal convictions and

offences or related security measures;

o where personal aspects are

evaluated, in particular analysing and

prediction of aspects concerning

performance at 'Irork. economic

situation. health. personal

preferences or interests. reliability or

beha'liour. location or movements. in

order to create or use personal

profiles;

f7 where personal data of vulnerable

individuals. in particular of children.

are processedj
o where processing in'lolves a large

amount of personal data and affects a
large number of data subjectsj

o where the data processing violates

depending on its context and the

relationship bew.'een controller and

data subject the data subject's

reasonabte expectations.



We recommend deleting examples which are too detailed or specific as they risk being
interpreted in practice as recommended cases and do not serve the purpose of a recital.

Also, the recital includes language links specific risk to the amount of data being processed.
This seems contrary to the whole idea of differentiating between the processing of data that
could be potentially very risky (i.e. sensitive data) and processing of data that poses not
particular risk. The amount of data being processed does not necessary have an impact on
the riskiness of the processing to the data subject. The recital already captures data that can
be consider a specific risk, this just throws in all other data as well.

Finally, the recital includes some very subjective criteria i.e. "the data subject's reasonable
expectations" - in the absence of objective criteria of what constitutes "reasonable
expectations" this creates no legal certainty.

Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Recital 60 c)
Guidance for the implementation of such
measures by the controller [or processor],
especially as regards the identification of the
risks related to the processing, their assessment
in terms of their origin, nature, likelihood and
severity, and the identification of best practices
to mitigate the risks, could be provided in
particular by approved codes of conduct,
approved certifications, guidelines of the
European Data Protection Board or through the
indications provided by a data protection officer.
The European Data Protection Board may
also issue guidelines on proceSSing
operations that are considered to be unlikely
to result into a specific risk for the rights and
freedoms of data subjects and indicate what
measures may be sufficient in such cases to
address such risk. (... )

Recital 60 c)
Guidance for the implementation of such
measures by the controller [or processor],
especially as regards the identification of the
risks related to the processing, their assessment
in terms of their origin, nature, likelihood and
severity, and the identification of best practices
to mitigate the risks, could be provided in
particular by approved codes of conduct,
approved certifications, guidelines of the
European Data Protection Board or through the
indications provided by a data protection officer.
The European Data Protection Board shall
may---also issue guidelines on processing
operations that are considered to be unlikely
to result into a specific risk for the rights and
freedoms of data subjects and indicate what
measures may be sufficient in such cases to
address such risk. (... )

Justification:

If it is agreed that EDPB received this responsibility then it is preferable to make it mandatory.

Recital 61)

Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Recital 61)

The protection of the rights and freedoms of data The protection of the rights and freedoms of data
subjects with regard to the processing of personal data subjects with regard to the processing of personal data
require that appropriate technical and organisational require that appropriate technical and organisational



measures are taken to ensure that the requirements of
this Regulation are met. In order to be able to
demonstrate compliance with this Regulation, the
controller should adopt internal policies and implement
appropriate measures, which meet in particular the
principles of data protection by design and data
protection by default. Such measures could consist
of minimising the processing of personal data.
anonym ising and/or pseudonymising personal
data as soon as possible. transparency with regard
to the functions and processing of personal data.
enabling the data subject to monitor the data
processing. enabling the controller to create and
improve security features. Producers of the
products. services and applications referred to in
paragraph 1 shall be required to take into account
the right to data protection when developing and
designing such products. services and
applications and. with due regard to the state of the
art. to make sure that controllers and processors
are able to fulfil their data protection obligations.

measures are taken to ensure that the requirements of
this Regulation are met. In order to be able to
demonstrate compliance with this Regulation, the
controller should adopt internal poliCies and implement
appropriate measures, which meet in particular the
principles of data protection by design and data
protection by default. Such measures could consist
of minimising the processing of personal data.
anonym ising and/or pseudonym ising personal
data as soon as possible, transparency ,,,.'ith regard
to the functions and processing of personal data.
enabling the data subject to monitor the data
processing. enabling the controller to create and
improve security features. Producers of the
products. services and applications referred to in
paragraph 1 shall be required to take into account
the right to data protection when developing and
designing such products. services and
applications and. '••••ith due regard to the state of the
art. to make sure that controllers and processors
are able to fulfil their data protection obligations.

Justification:

We believe the term "as soon as possible" is too vague and that the reference to transparency
serves no clear purpose. Moreover, we believe that access to their data does not justify the
data subject monitoring data processing. Finally the last sentence is deleted since this falls
under product liability rules and is not fit for data protection legislation.

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Recital 63a)

To ensure compliance with the requirements of this

Regulation in respect of the processing to be

carried out by the processor on behalf of the

controller, when entrusting a processor with

processing activities, the controller should use

only processors providing sufficient guarantees,

in particular in terms of expert knowledge,

reliability and resources, to implement technical

and organisational measures which will meet

the requirements of this Regulation, including

for the security of processing. Such sufficient

guarantees may be demonstrated also by

means of adherence of the processor to an

approved code of conduct or an approved

Recital 63a)

To ensure compliance with the requirements of this

Regulation in respect of the processing to be

carried out by the processor on behalf of the

controller, when entrusting a processor with

processing activities, the controller should use

only processors providing sufficient guarantees,

in particular in terms of expert knowledge,

reliabiJity and resouroes, to implement

technical and organisational measures which

will meet the requirements of this Regulation,

including for the security of processing. Such

sufficient guarantees may be demonstrated

also by means of adherence of the processor to

an approved code of conduct or an approved



certification mechanism. The carrying out of

processing by a processor should be governed

by a contract or other legal act under Union or

Member State law, binding the processor to the

controller, setting out the subject-matter and

duration of the processing, the nature and

purpose of the processing, the type of personal

data and categories of data subjects, taking into

account the specific tasks and responsibilities of

the processor in the context of the processing to

be carried out and the risks for the rights and

freedoms of the data subject.

The controller and processor may choose to use an
individual contract or standard contractual clauses
which are adopted either directly by the Commission or
by a supervisory authority in accordance with the
consistency mechanism and then adopted by the
Commission, or which are part of a certification granted
in the certification mechanism. After the completion of
the processing on behalf of the controller, the processor
should return or delete the personal data, unless there
is a requirement to store the data under Union or
Member State law to which the processor is subject.

certification mechanism. The carrying out of

processing by a processor should be governed

by a contract or other legal act under Union or

Member State law, binding the processor to the

controller, setting out the subject-matter and

duration of the processing, the nature and

purpose of the processing, the type of personal

data and categories of data subjects, taking into

account the specific tasks and responsibilities of

the processor in the context of the processing to

be carried out and the risks for the rights and

freedoms of the data subject.

The controller and processor may choose to use an
individual contract or standard contractual clauses
lI!hich are adopted either directly by the
Commission or by a supervisory authority in
accordance with the consistency mechanism and
then adopted by the Commission, or which are part
of a certification granted in the certification
mechanism. After the completion of the processing
on behalf of the controller, the processor should
return or delete the personal data., unkJss there is
a requirement to store the data under Union or
Member State law to which the processor is
subject.

Justification:

This is adding clauses to Article 26 which is not the purpose of the recital. Moreover, the last
paragraph goes against the principle of contractual freedom.

Presidency text DIGITAlEUROPE proposal

Recital 65

In order to demonstrate compliance with this
Regulation, the controller or processor should maintain
records regarding all categories of processing activities
under its responsibility. Each controller and processor
should be obliged to co-operate with the supervisory
authority and make these records, on request, available
to it, so that it might serve for monitoring those
processing operations.

Justification:

Recital 65

In order to demonstrate compliance IIlith this
Regulation, the control.'er or processor should
maintain records regarding all categories of
processing acti ••<ities under its responsibility. Each
controller and processor should be obliged to co
operate with the supen<isory authority and make
these records, on request, available to it, so that it
might sen~ for monitoring those processing
operations.



This would incur unjustifiably high costs in practice.

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing

in breach of this Regulation, the controller or

processor should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to

the processing and implement measures to mitigate

those risks. These measures should ensure an

appropriate level of security, including confidentiality,

taking into account available technology and the costs

of (... ) implementation in relation to the risks and the

nature of the personal data to be protected. (... ). ill

assessing data security risks, consideration should be

given to the given risks that are presented by data

processing, such as accidental or unlawful destruction,

loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access

to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise

processed, which may in particular lead to physical,

material or moral damage.

Recital 63

Where a controller not established in the Union is

processing personal data of data subjects residing

in the Union whose processing activities are related

to the offering of goods or services to such data

subjects, or to the monitoring their behaviour in the

Union, and the processing it carries out involves a

specific risk for the rights and freedoms of data

subjects, having regard to the nature, scope,

context and purposes of the processing as well as

the likelihood and severity of risks for the

rights and freedoms of data subjects, the

controller should designate a representative,

unless (... ) the controller is a public authority or

Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing

in breach of this Regulation, the controller or

processor should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to

the processing and implement measures to mitigate

those risks. These measures should ensure an

appropriate level of security, including confidentiality,

as appropriate taking into account available

technology and the costs of (... ) implementation in

relation to the risks and the nature of the personal

data to be protected. (... ). In assessing data security

risks, consideration should be given to the given risks

that are presented by data processing, such as

accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration,

unauthorised disclosure of, or access to personal data

transmitted, stored or otherwise processed; ,,/hiGh

may in partiGular lead to physisa!-, material or

moral damage.

Recital 63

Where a controller not established in the Union is

proceSSing personal data of data subjects residing

in the Union whose processing activities are related

to the offering of goods or services to such data

subjects, or to the monitoring their behaviour in the

Union, and the prosessing it sarries out

inv-ol'.fes a spesms risk for the rights and

freedoms of data subjects. having regard to the

nature, ssope, sontext and purposes of the

prosessing as weI.' as the likelihood and

severity of risks for the rights and freedoms of

data subjects. the controller should deSignate a

representative, unless (... ) the controller is a public



body (... ). The representative should act on behalf

of the controller and may be addressed by any

supervisory authority.

authority or body (... ). The representative should

act on behalf of the controller and may be

addressed by any supervisory authority.

Justification:

This would prove challenging for small app developers based outside the EU but whose service
is available to EU citizens.

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing

in breach of this Regulation, the controller or

processor should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to

the processing and implement measures to mitigate

those risks. These measures should ensure an

appropriate level of security, including confidentiality,

taking into account available technology and the costs

of (... ) implementation in relation to the risks and the

nature of the personal data to be protected. (... ). ill

assessing data security risks, consideration should be

given to the given risks that are presented by data

processing, such as accidental or unlawful destruction,

loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access

to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise

processed, which may in particular lead to physicaL

material or moral damage.

Justification:

This could potentially be difficult to judge

Recital 66a)

Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing
in breach of this Regulation, the controller or processor
should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to the processing
and implement measures to mitigate those risks. These
measures should ensure an appropriate level of
security, including confidentiality, taking into account
available technology and the costs of (... )
implementation in relation to the risks and the nature of
the personal data to be protected. (... ). In assessing
data security risks, consideration should be given to
the given risks that are presented by data processing,
such as accidental or unlawful destruction, loss,
alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to
personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise
processed, which may in particular lead to physicaL
material or moral damage.

In order to enhance compliance with this Regulation in In order to enhance compliance with this Regulation in
cases where the processing operations are likely to cases where the processing operations are likely to
result in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms of result in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms of
data subjects, the controller [or the processor] should data subjects, the controller [or the processor] should

Recital 66a)



be responsible for the carrying out of a data protection
impact assessment to evaluate, in particular, the origin,
nature, likelihood and severity of these risks. The
outcome of the assessment should be taken into
account when determining the (... ) appropriate
measures to be taken in order to demonstrate that the
processing of personal data is in compliance with this
Regulation. Where a data protection impact
assessment indicates that processing operations
involve a specific (... ) risk which the controller cannot
mitigate by appropriate measures in terms of available
technology and costs of implementation, a consultation
of the supervisory authority should take place prior to
the processing.

be responsible for the carrying out of a data protection
impact assessment to evaluate, in particular, the origin,
nature, likelihood and severity of these risks. The
outcome of the assessment should be taken into
account when determining the (... ) appropriate
measures to be taken in order to demonstrate that the
processing of personal data is in compliance with this
Regulation. Where a data protection impact
assessment indicates that processing operations
involve a specific (... ) risk which the controller cannot
mitigate by appropriate measures in terms of available
technology and costs of implementation, a consultation
of the supervisory authority should take place prior to
the processing at the initiative of the controller.

Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 25 1) Article 25 1)

Where Article 3(2) applies and the processing the Where Article 3(2) applies and the processing the
controller carries out is likely to result in a specific controller carries out is likelv to result in a specific
risk for the rights and freedoms of data subjects, having
regard to the nature, context, scope and purposes of
the processing; the controller shall designate in writing
a representative in the Union.

risk for the rights and freedoms of data subjects, having
regard to the nature, context, scope and purposes of
the processing; the controller shall deSignate in writing
a representative in the Union.

Justification:

This would prove challenging for small app developers based outside the EU but whose service
is available to EU citizens. (In line with Recital 63)

Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 1a Article 26 1a

The processor shall not enlist another processor The processor shall not enlist another processor
without the prior specific or general written without the prior specific or general written
consent of the controller. In the latter case, the consent of the controller. In the latter CllSe, the
processor should always inform the controller processer sheuld always in(81"11lthe celltreller en
on any intended changes concerning the any intended changes cencerning tlte additien er
addition or replacement of other processors, replacement e[ etlter processers, thereby gi','ing
thereby giving the opportunity to the controller the oppertunity tfJ tlte cell troller tfJ ebject tfJ such
to object to such changes. changes.

Justification:

This paragraph should only oblige processor and controller to decide on whether and under
which circumstances the processor may enlist a sub-processor - it should not prescribe how
this process has to be handled.



Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 2)
Article 26 2)

The carrying out of processing by a processor shall be
The carrying out of processing by a processor shall be

governed by a contract or other legal act under
governed by a contract or other legal act
umIeF as eer Union or Member State law

Union or Member State law binding the :grocessor binding the processor to the controller, setting
to the controller, setting out the subject-matter and out the subject-matter and duration of the
duration of the :grocessing, the nature and :gumose processing. the nature and purpose of the
of the :grocessing, the !y:ge of Qersonal data and
categories of data subjects, the I!0wers of the

processing, the type of personal data and
categories of data subjects. the powers of

controller ( ... ) and stipulating, in :garticular that the controller (oo. ) and stipulating, in
the processor shall: particular that the processor shall:

(a) process the personal data only on instructions from (a) process the personal data only on instructions from
the controller (oo.), unless required to do so by the controller (oo .), unless required to do so by
Union or Member State law to which the processor Union or Member State law to which the processor
is subject; in such a case, the :grocessor shall is subject; in such a case, the :grocessor shall inform
inform the controller of that legal reguirement the controller of that legal reguirement hefore

before I!rocessing the data, unless that law l!.FfJee5singthe datal unless that law :grohibits such

:grohibits such information on im:gortant grounds
information on im:gortant grounds of:gublic interest;

ofQublic interest; (b) ( ...)

(b) ( ...) (e) ( ...)

(e) ( ... ) (fl) r-espeet the emuJitions for- 19l1isting anotller-

(d) respect the conditions for enlisting another
pr-oeessor- ~... j, !meh as II requiFement o.f !ifJeeifie

processor (oo.), such as a requirement of specific
prior- per-mruioll oftlle cOlltr-oller-;

prior permission of the controller; (ee) [NEWl enlist another l!.rocessor only' under
conditions set by' with the l!.rior l!.ermission o{.the
controller and to ensure all relevant l!.rovisions
g,oveming the l!.rocessing o[.l!.ersonal data by' the
I2rocessor are made binding on such new
I2rocessorsj

(e) to the extent stipulated, taking into account the (e) to the extent stiI!ulated in the agreement, taking

nature of the processing, assist the controller in into account the nature of the processing, assist the

responding to requests for exercising the data controller in responding to requests for exercising

subject's rights laid down in Chapter III; the data subject's rights laid down in Chapter III;

(f) to the extent stipulated, assist the controller in (f) to the extent stipulated in the agreement, assist the

ensuring compliance with the obligations pursuant controller ill ensuring compliance with the

to Articles 30 to 34; obligations pursuant to Articles 30 to 34;

(g) return or delete, at the choice of the controller, the (g) return or delete, at the choice of the controller, the

personal data uQon the termination of the :grovision personal data u:gon the termination of the :grovision

of data :grocessing services s:gecified in the contract of data :grocessing services sQecified in the contract

or other legal act, unless there is a reguirement to or other legal act, unless ther-e is a r-ll!l.uirement to
store the data under Union or Member State law to store the data under- l:lnion or-Memher- Slate law to
which the :grocessor is subject; whiell Ille pr-oee550Fis suhjeet;

(h) make available to the controller ( ... ) all information (h) make available to the controller ( ... ) all information

necessary to demonstrate compliance with the necessary to demonstrate compliance with the

obligations laid down in this Article and allow for obligations laid down in this Article and allow for

and contribute to audits conducted by the and contribute to audits conducted by the

controller. controller or a third l!.ar!l!.the l!.rocessor and the
controller agree on.



The processor must immediately inform the controller if,
in his opinion, an instruction breaches data protection
rules.

The processor must immediately upon discovery inform
the controller if, in his opinion, an instruction breaches
data protection rules.

Justification:

A duty to inform before processing is unrealistic: Problems can only be identified during the
actual processing.

Moreover, the proposed text introduces a host of new requirements for data processors and
states how these should be included in the contractual arrangements. Some of these additions
are unworkable in practice. For example, a controller may want to ensure that additional sub-
processors - which may be numerous - apply effective data protection. But it should be clear
this does not mean they should assess each in turn prior to their employment. As the processor
has the closer relationship, they are better placed to make such a judgment. In relation to
handing over results at the end of processing, there may be no results as such to hand over if
the data minimisation principle has been effectively applied. Making data available to the
supervisory authority should be handled by the controller. Certain information may be subject
to a confidentiality obligation under law or contract and hence a processor may not be at liberty
to disclose such information to a supervisory authority. Moreover, such data should not be
required to be transmitted on a regular basis as this would overburden authorities and further
increase the administrative burden. Finally, Art 26(4) implies that the controller would need to
provide very detailed instructions as to what personal data the processor shall process. In
reality, this is often not the case, yet based on this article the processor would carry the liability
for not receiving extremely detailed instructions from the controller. Where a processor does
breach such instructions, it is logical that the processor is considered a controller in respect of
that processing but there is no reason to include the original data controller as a joint controller
in this instance.

Note: paragraph 2 could be in breach of the principle of freedom of contracting.

Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 2a)

Where a processor enlists (... ) another processor for
carrying out specific proceSSing activities on behalf of
the controller, the same data protection obligations as
set out in the contract or other legal act between the
controller and the processor as referred to in paragraph
2 shall be imposed on that other processor by way of a
contract or other legal act under Union or Member State
law, in particular providing sufficient guarantees to
implement appropriate technical and organisational
measures in such a way that the processing will meet
the requirements of this Regulation. Where that other
processor fails to fulfil its data protection obligations,
the initial processor shall remain fully liable to the
controller for the performance of that other processor's
obligations.

Article 26 2a)

Where a processor enlists (... ) another processor for
carrying out specific processing activities on behalf of
the controller, the same relevant data protection
obligations as set out in the contract or other legal act
between the controller and the processor as referred to
in paragraph 2 shall be imposed on that other processor
by way of a contract or other legal act under Union or
Member State law, in particular providing sufficient
guarantees to implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures in such a way that the
processing will meet the relevant requirements of this
Regulation, Where that other processor fails to fulfil its
data protection obligations, the initial processor shall
remain fully liable to the controller for the performance
of that other processor's obligations.



Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 2ab) Article 26 2ab)

Without prejudice to an individual contract between the WithoutpreiudiGe to an individual GontraGt hetween
controller and the processor, the contract or the other the Gontroller and the proGessor, the GontraGt or the
legal act referred to in paragraphs 2 and 2a may be other legal aGt referred to in paragraphs 2 and 2a
based, in whole or in part, on standard contractual may he hased; in "mole or in part, on standard
clauses referred to in paragraphs 2b and 2c or on GontraGtual Glauses referred to in paragraphs 2h
standard contractual clauses which are part of a and 2G or on standard GontraGtual Glauses whiGh
certification granted to the controller or processor are part of a sertifiGation granted to the Gontroller
pursuant to Articles 39 and 39a. or proGessor pursuant to ArtiGles 39 and 39a.

Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 2b) Article 26 2b)

The Commission may lay down standard contractual The Commission may lay down standard
clauses for the matters referred to in paragraph 2 and GontraGtual Glauses fur the matters referred to in
2a and in accordance with the examination procedure paragraph 2 and 2a and in aGGorcJanGewith the
referred to in Article 87(2). examination proGedure referred to in ArtiGte 87(2).
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Article 26 2c) Article 26 2c)

A supervisory authority may adopt standard contractual A supervisoo' authority may adopt standard
clauses for the matters referred to in paragraph 2 and sontraGtuat Glauses fur the matters referred to in
2a and in accordance with the consistency mechanism
referred to in Article 57.

paragraph 2 and 2a and in aGGoroanGe with the
GonsistenGY meGhanism referred to in Artiste 57.

Justification for Articles 26 2ab), 2b) and 2c):

These clauses are in breach of the contractual freedom principle.
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Article 263) Article 26 3)

The contract or the other legal act referred to in The GontraGt or the other legat aGt referred to in
paragraphs 2 and 2a shall be in writing, including in an paragraphs 2 and 2a shall he in ""iting. inGtuding in
electronic form. an eteGtroniG furm.

Justification:

These clauses are in breach of some national legal traditions. (e.g French civil code)
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Article 28 2a) a

Each processor shall maintain a record of all
categories of personal data processing activities
carried out on behalf of a controller, containing:

@l the name and contact details of the processor or
processors and of each controller on behalf of
which the processor is acting, and of the
controller's representative, if any;

i!2l the name and contact details of the data
protection officer, if any;

.(9 the categories of processing carried out on
behalf of each controller;

Article 28 2a) a

Each processor shall maintain a record of all
categories of personal data processing activities
carried out on behalf of a controller, containing:

{!l the Rame aRd cORtact details of the processor
or processors aRd of each cORtrolJer OR
behalf of It••hich the processor is actiRg. aRd
of the cORtrolJer's represeRtative. if aRY:

i!2l the name and contact details of the data
protection officer, if any;

{£l the categories of processiRg carried out OR
behalf of each cORtrollerj

Justification:

We believe this would already be captured by the contract with the controller or sub-processor
and is therefore an unnecessary duplication.
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Article 31 1)
In the case of a personal data breach which is likely toIn the case of a personal data breach which is likely to
result in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms ofresult in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms of

data subjects, such as discrimination, identity theft or
fraud, financial loss, breach of anonymity or
pseudonymity, damage of reputation. loss of
confidentiality of data protected by professional secrecy
or any other significant economic or social
disadvantage, the controller shall without undue delay
and, where feasible, not later than 72 hours after having
become aware of it, notify the personal data breach to
the supervisory authority competent in accordance with
Article 51. The notification to the supervisory authority
shall be accompanied by a reasoned justification in
cases where it is not made within 72 hours.

Article 31 1)

Justification:

data subjects, such as discrimination, identity theft or
fraud, financial loss, breach of anonymity or
pseudonymity, damage of reputation, loss of
confidentiality of data protected by professional secrecy
or any other significant economic or social
disadvantage, the controller shall without undue delay
aRd, where feasible, ROt later thaR 72 hours after
haviRg become aware of it, notify the personal data
breach to the supervisory authority competent in
accordance with Article 51. The RotificatioR to the
supervisory authority shall be accompaRied by a
reasoRedjustificatioR iR cases where it is ROt made
withiR ll.hours.

We warmly welcome that the Presidency text introduces a materiality threshold as to what
types of personal data breaches should be notified. At the same time, we regret that the
Presidency text does not state that breaches should be notified without 'undue delay'. We firmly
believe that the notification deadline should be flexible enough to reflect the different degrees
of complexity in identifying the nature and scope of a breach depending on the breach in



question and so as not to interrupt a company's efforts to deal with the breach and withstand
sustained attacks (which could actually lead to further breaches).
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Article 311a) Article 311a)

1a. The notification referred to in paragraph 1 shall not 1a. The notification referred to in paragraph 1 shall not
be required if a communication of the data subject be required if a communication of the data subject
is not required under Article 32(3)(a) and (b). is not required under Article 32(3)(a) and (b).

DIGITALEUROPE would like to stress that this paragraph should be retained.

Presidencytext DIGITALEUROPEproposal
I

Article 315) Article 315)

Pursuant to Union law or the law of a Member State Pursuant to Union law or the law of a Member State
the competent supervisory authority shall inform the competent supervisory authority shall inform
the national information security authorities the national information security authorities
without undue delay about the data breach. without undue delay about the data breach.

DIGITALEUROPE would like to point out that this obligation should depend on the nature of
the breach, Le. if the breach was due to a security flaw.
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Article 33 dd)

processing operations involving personal data
which are particularly invasive. for example. on
account of their secrecy. where a new technology
is used. where it is more difficult for data subjects
to exercise their rights. or where reasonable
expectations are not met. for example owing to the
context of the processing operation;

Article 33 dd)

processing operations involving personal data
which are particularly invasive. for example. on
account of their secrecy. "'/here a new technology
is used. where it is more difficult for data subjects
to exercise their rights. or where reasonable
expectations are not met. for example owing to the
context of the processing operation;

Justification:

Technology should be treated the same regardless of whether new or not. This does not
promote innovation.

The term "reasonable expectations" is legally uncertain.
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Article 33 2a)

The supervisory authority shall establish and make
public a list of the kind of processing operations which
are subject to the requirement for a data protection
impact assessment pursuant to point (e) of paragraph
2. The supervisory authority shall communicate those
lists to the European Data Protection Board.

Article 33 2a)

The supervisory authoritv shall establish and make
public a list of the kind of processing operations
which are subject to the requirement for a data
protection impact assessment pursuant to point (e)
of paragraph 2. The supervisory authority shall
communicate those lists to the European Data
Protection Board.

Justification:

This would let individual DPAs specify broad categories of processing that will require prior
consultation and therefore undermine the basic principle of the same law applying cross the
board.
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Article 33 2b) Article 33 2b)

The supervisory authority may also establish and The supervisory authority may shall also establish
make public a list of the kind of processing and make public a list of the kind of processing
operations for which no data protection impact operations for which no data protection impact
assessment is required. The supervisory authority assessment is required. The supervisory authority
shall communicate those lists to the European Data shall communicate those lists to the European Data
Protection Board. Protection Board.

The term "shall" avoids one-way traffic
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Article 34 Article 34

Where the supervisory authority is of the opinion that Where the supervisory authority is of the opinion that
the intended processing referred to in paragraph 2 the intended processing referred to in paragraph 2
would not comply with this Regulation, in particular would not comply with this Regulation, in particular
where the controller has insufficiently identified or where the controller has insufficiently identified or
mitigated the risk, it shall within a maximum period of 6 mitigated the risk, it shall within a maximum period of 6
weeks following the request for consultation give advice weeks following the request for consultation give advice
to the data controller, in writing, and may prohibit the to the data controller, in writing, and may prohibit the
processing pursuant to Article 53, paragraph 1b, processing pursuant to Article 53, paragraph 1b,
letter e). This period may be extended for a further six letter e). This period may be extended for a further six
weeks, taking into account the complexity of the weeks, taking into account the complexity of the
intended proceSSing. Where the extended period intended processing. Where the extended period
applies, the controller or processor shall be informed applies, the controller or processor shall be informed
within one month of receipt of the request of the within one month of receipt of the request of the
reasons for the delay. reasons for the delay.



DIGITALEUROPE asks for a reduction of the time period. This seems very long and does not
match the innovation timescale - it can take up to 3 months until a consultation is responded
to.



Comments to Council text dated 17 September 2014
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60) The responsibility and liability of the

controller for any processing of personal data

carried out by the controller or on the

controller's behalf should be established. In

particular, the controller should C ... ) be

obliged to implement appropriate measures

and be able to demonstrate the compliance of

C ... ) processing activities with this

Regulation (... ). These measures should take

into account the nature, scope, context and

purposes of the processing and the risks for

the rights and freedoms of data subjects.

The likelihood and seriousness of the

prejudice are determined in function of the

nature, scope, context and purposes of the

data processing. Risks should be evaluated on

an objective assessment, by which its

established whether data processing

operations involve a specific risk. A

specific risk is a risk that involves a

significant likelihood of prejudice to the

rights and freedoms of data subjects,

including any tangible or intangible

damage, or distress. Such risks, of varying

likelihood or severity, are presented by data

processing which could lead to physical,

material or moral damage, in particular:

o where the processing may give rise to

discrimination. identity theft or fraud,

financial loss, damage of reputation. loss

60) The responsibility and liability of the

controller for any processing of personal data

carried out by the controller or on the

controller's behalf should be established. In

particular, the controller should C ... ) be

obliged to implement appropriate measures

and be able to demonstrate the compliance of

C ) processing activities with this Regulation

( ). These measures should take into account

the nature, scope, context and purposes of the

processing and the risks for the rights and

freedoms of data subjects.

The likelihood and seriousness of the

prejudice are determined in function of the

nature, scope, context and purposes of the

data processing and specific risks involved.

Such risks are likely to be present: Risks

sluJUld be evaluated on an obiective

assessment, by which its established whether

data processing f)fJerations involve a speci(ic

risk. A speci(ic risk is a risk that iH';olves a

sig-ni(icant likelihood of prejudice to the

rights and freedoms of data subjects.

including any tangible or intangible

damage. or distress. Such risks, of';arving

likelihood or se',Jeritv. are presented by data

processing which could lead to physical,

material or moral damage, in particular:

e- where the processing may give rise to

discrimination, identity theft or fraud, or



of confidentiality, breach of anonymity

or pseudonymity, of data protected by

professional secrecy. or any other

significant economic or social

disadvantage; or

o where data subjects might be deprived

of their rights and freedoms or from

exercising control over their personal

data;

o where personal data are processed

which reveal racial or ethnic origin.

political opinions. religion or

philosophical beliefs. trade-union

membership. and the processing of

genetic data or data concerning health

or sex life or criminal convictions and

offences or related security measures;

o where personal aspects are evaluated.

in particular analysing and prediction of

aspects concerning performance at

work, economic situation, health,

personal preferences or interests,

reliability or behaviour, location or

movements, in order to create or use

personal profiles;

o where personal data of vulnerable

individuals, in particular of children, are

processed;

o where processing involves a large

amount of personal data and affects a

large number of data subjects;

o where the data processing violates -

depending on its context and the

relationship between controller and

data subject - the data subject's

reasonable expectations.

Justification:

financial loss. damage of reputation.

loss of confidentiality. breach of

anonymity or pseudonymity. of data

protected by professional secrec~ or

any other significant economic or

social disadvantage; or

o where data subjects might be

deprived of their rights and freedoms

0•••from exercising control o'.rer their

personal data;

o where personal data are processed

which reveal racial or ethnic origin,

political opinions, religion or

philosophical beliefs, trade-union

membership, and the processing of

genetic data or data concerning health

or sex life or criminal convictions and

offences or related security measures;

o where personal aspects are

ev-aluated, in particular analysing and

prediction of aspects concerning

performance at Vlork, economic

situation, health, personal

preferences or interests. reliability or

beha'liour, location or mo'/ements, in

order to create or use personal

profiles;

ry where personal data of vulnerable

indi'/idua/s, in particular of children.

are processed;

o "mere processing invo/t/es a large

amount of personal data and affects a
large number of data subjects;

o "mere the data processing violates

depending on its context and the

relationship betv.feen controller and

data subject the data subject's

reasonable expectations.



The protection of the rights and freedoms of data The protection of the rights and freedoms of data
subjects with regard to the processing of personal data subjects with regard to the processing of personal data
require that appropriate technical and organisational require that appropriate technical and organisational

We recommend deleting examples which are too detailed or specific as they risk being
interpreted in practice as recommended cases and do not serve the purpose of a recital.

Also, the recital includes language links specific risk to the amount of data being processed.
This seems contrary to the whole idea of differentiating between the processing of data that
could be potentially very risky (i.e. sensitive data) and processing of data that poses not
particular risk. The amount of data being processed does not necessary have an impact on
the riskiness of the processing to the data subject. The recital already captures data that can
be consider a specific risk, this just throws in all other data as well.

Finally, the recital includes some very subjective criteria i.e. "the data subject's reasonable
expectations" - in the absence of objective criteria of what constitutes "reasonable
expectations" this creates no legal certainty.

Recital 60 c)
Guidance for the implementation of such
measures by the controller [or processor],
especially as regards the identification of the
risks related to the processing, their assessment
in terms of their origin, nature, likelihood and
severity, and the identification of best practices
to mitigate the risks, could be provided in
particular by approved codes of conduct,
approved certifications, guidelines of the
European Data Protection Board or through the
indications provided by a data protection officer.
The European Data Protection Board may
also issue guidelines on processing
operations that are considered to be unlikely
to result into a specific risk for the rights and
freedoms of data subjects and indicate what
measures may be sufficient in such cases to
address such risk. (... )

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Recital 60 c)
Guidance for the implementation of such
measures by the controller [or processor],
especially as regards the identification of the
risks related to the processing, their assessment
in terms of their origin, nature, likelihood and
severity, and the identification of best practices
to mitigate the risks, could be provided in
particular by approved codes of conduct,
approved certifications, guidelines of the
European Data Protection Board or through the
indications provided by a data protection officer.
The European Data Protection Board shall
mav--:also issue guidelines on processing
operations that are considered to be unlikely
to result into a specific risk for the rights and
freedoms of data subjects and indicate what
measures may be sufficient in such cases to
address such risk. (... )

Justification:

If it is agreed that EDPB received this responsibility then it is preferable to make it mandatory.

Recital 61) Recital 61)

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal



measures are taken to ensure that the requirements of
this Regulation are met. In order to be able to
demonstrate compliance with this Regulation, the
controller should adopt internal policies and implement
appropriate measures, which meet in particular the
principles of data protection by design and data
protection by default. Such measures could consist
of minimising the processing of personal data.
anonym ising and/or pseudonym ising personal
data as soon as possible. transparency with regard
to the functions and processing of personal data.
enabling the data subject to monitor the data
processing. enabling the controller to create and
improve security features. Producers of the
products. services and applications referred to in
paragraph 1 shall be required to take into account
the right to data protection when developing and
designing such products. services and
applications and. with due regard to the state ofthe
art. to make sure that controllers and processors
are able to fulfil their data protection obligations.

measures are taken to ensure that the requirements of
this Regulation are met. In order to be able to
demonstrate compliance with this Regulation, the
controller should adopt internal policies and implement
appropriate measures, which meet in particular the
principles of data protection by design and data
protection by default. Such measures could consist
of minimising the processing of personal data.
anonym ising and/or pseudonym ising personal
data as soon as possible, transparency with regard
to the functions and processing of personal data,
enabling the data subject to monitor the data
processing. enabling the controller to create and
improve security features. Producers of the
products, services and applications referred to in
paragraph 1 shall be required to take into account
the right to data protection when developing and
designing such products, services and
applications and, '.'Jith due regard to the state of the
art, to make sure that controllers and processors
are able to fulfil their data protection obligations.

Justification:

We believe the term "as soon as possible" is too vague and that the reference to transparency
serves no clear purpose. Moreover, we believe that access to their data does not justify the
data subject monitoring data processing. Finally the last sentence is deleted since this falls
under product liability rules and is not fit for data protection legislation.
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Recital 63a)

To ensure compliance with the requirements of this

Regulation in respect of the processing to be

carried out by the processor on behalf of the

controller, when entrusting a processor with

processing activities, the controller should use

only processors providing sufficient guarantees,

in particular in terms of expert knowledge,

reliability and resources, to implement technical

and organisational measures which will meet

the requirements of this Regulation, including

for the security of processing. Such sufficient

guarantees may be demonstrated also by

means of adherence of the processor to an

approved code of conduct or an approved

Recital 63a)

To ensure compliance with the requirements of this

Regulation in respect of the processing to be

carried out by the processor on behalf of the

controller, when entrusting a processor with

proceSSing activities, the controller should use

only processors providing sufficient guarantees,

in partffGular in terms of e¥:pert knowledge,

reliability and resouroes, to implement

technical and organisational measures which

will meet the requirements of this Regulation,

including for the security of processing. Such

sufficient guarantees may be demonstrated

also by means of adherence of the processor to

an approved code of conduct or an approved



certification mechanism. The carrying out of

processing by a processor should be governed

by a contract or other legal act under Union or

Member State law, binding the processor to the

controller, setting out the subject-matter and

duration of the processing, the nature and

purpose of the processing, the type of personal

data and categories of data subjects, taking into

account the specific tasks and responsibilities of

the processor in the context of the processing to

be carried out and the risks for the rights and

freedoms of the data subject.

The controller and processor may choose to use an
individual contract or standard contractual clauses
which are adopted either directly by the Commission or
by a supervisory authority in accordance with the
consistency mechanism and then adopted by the
Commission, or which are part of a certification granted
in the certification mechanism. After the completion of
the processing on behalf of the controller, the processor
should return or delete the personal data, unless there
is a requirement to store the data under Union or
Member State law to which the processor is subject.

certification mechanism. The carrying out of

processing by a processor should be governed

by a contract or other legal act under Union or

Member State law, binding the processor to the

controller, setting out the subject-matter and

duration of the processing, the nature and

purpose of the processing, the type of personal

data and categories of data subjects, taking into

account the specific tasks and responsibilities of

the processor in the context of the processing to

be carried out and the risks for the rights and

freedoms of the data subject.

The cORtrol.JeraRCiprocessor may choose to use aR
iRCiiviciual CORtract or staRCJardcORtracwal clauses
which are adopted either directly by the
CommissioR or by a supervisory authority iR
accordaRce 'Ilith the cORsisteRCY mechaRism aRd
tileR adopted by the CommissioR, or which are part
of a certificatioR graRted iR the certificatioR
mechaRism. After the completion of the processing
on behalf of the controller, the processor should
return or delete the personal data., UR/eSSthere is
a requiremeRt to store the data uRder UniOR or
Member State law to which the processor is
subject.

Justification:

This is adding clauses to Article 26 which is not the purpose of the recital. Moreover, the last
paragraph goes against the principle of contractual freedom.

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal
,

Recital 65

In order to demonstrate compliance with this
Regulation, the controller or processor should maintain
records regarding all categories of processing activities
under its responsibility. Each controller and processor
should be obliged to co-operate with the supervisory
authority and make these records, on request, available
to it, so that it might serve for monitoring those
processing operations.

Justification:

Recital 65

IR order to demoRstrate compliaRce ""ith this
RegulatioR, the cORtrol.Jer or processor should
maiRtaiR records regardiRg all categories of
processiRg activities uRder its respoRsibility. Each
CORtroller aRd processor should be obliged to GO

operate "lith the supervisory authority aRd make
these records, ORrequest, available to it, so that it
might serve for mORitoriRg those processiRg
operatioRs.



This would incur unjustifiably high costs in practice.
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Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing

in breach of this Regulation, the controller or

processor should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to

the processing and implement measures to mitigate

those risks. These measures should ensure an

appropriate level of security, including confidentiality,

taking into account available technology and the costs

of (... ) implementation in relation to the risks and the

nature of the personal data to be protected. (... ). ill

assessing data security risks, consideration should be

given to the given risks that are presented by data

processing, such as accidental or unlawful destruction,

loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access

to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise

processed, which may in particular lead to physical,

material or moral damage.

Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing

in breach of this Regulation, the controller or

processor should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to

the processing and implement measures to mitigate

those risks. These measures should ensure an

appropriate level of security, including confidentiality,

as appropriate taking into account available

technology and the costs of (... ) implementation in

relation to the risks and the nature of the personal

data to be protected. (... ). In assessing data security

risks, consideration should be given to the given risks

that are presented by data processing, such as

accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration,

unauthorised disclosure of, or access to personal data

transmitted, stored or otherwise processed, which

may in particular lead to physicab material or

moral damage.
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Recital 63

Where a controller not established in the Union is

processing personal data of data subjects residing

in the Union whose processing activities are related

to the offering of goods or services to such data

subjects, or to the monitoring their behaviour in the

Union, and the processing it carries out involves a
specific risk for the rights and freedoms of data

subjects, having regard to the nature, scope,

context and purposes of the processing as well as

the likelihood and severity of risks for the

rights and freedoms of data subjects, the

controller should designate a representative,

unless (... ) the controller is a public authority or

Recital 63

Where a controller not established in the Union is

processing personal data of data subjects residing

in the Union whose processing activities are related

to the offering of goods or services to such data

subjects, or to the monitoring their behaviour in the

Union, and the processing it carries out

invol'/fJs a specific risk for the rights and

freedoms of data sUBjects, having regard to the

nature, scope, context and purposes of the

processing as we" as the likelihood and

severity of risks for the rights and freedoms of

data sUBjects, the controller should designate a

representative, unless (... ) the controller is a public



body (... ). The representative should act on behalf

of the controller and may be addressed by any

supervisory authority.

authority or body (... ). The representative should

act on behalf of the controller and may be

addressed by any supervisory authority.

Justification:

This would prove challenging for small app developers based outside the EU but whose service
is available to EU citizens.
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Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing

in breach of this Regulation, the controller or

processor should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to

the processing and implement measures to mitigate

those risks. These measures should ensure an

appropriate level of security, including confidentiality,

taking into account available technology and the costs

of (... ) implementation in relation to the risks and the

nature of the personal data to be protected. (... ). ill

assessing data security risks, consideration should be

given to the given risks that are presented by data

processing, such as accidental or unlawful destruction,

loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access

to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise

processed, which may in particular lead to physical,

material or moral damage.

Justification:

This could potentially be difficult to judge

Recital 66

In order to maintain security and to prevent processing
in breach of this Regulation, the controller or processor
should evaluate the (... ) risks inherent to the processing
and implement measures to mitigate those risks. These
measures should ensure an appropriate level of
security, including confidentiality, taking into account
available technology and the costs of (... )
implementation in relation to the risks and the nature of
the personal data to be protected. (... ). In assessing
data security risks, consideration should be given to
the given risks that are presented by data processing,
such as accidental or unlawful destruction, loss,
alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to
personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise
processed, which may in particular lead to physical,
material or moral damage.
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Recital 66a) Recital 66a)

In order to enhance compliance with this Regulation in In order to enhance compliance with this Regulation in
cases where the processing operations are likely to cases where the processing operations are likely to
result in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms of result in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms of
data subjects, the controller [or the processor] should data subjects, the controller [or the processor] should



be responsible for the carrying out of a data protection
impact assessment to evaluate, in particular, the origin,
nature, likelihood and severity of these risks. The
outcome of the assessment should be taken into
account when determining the (... ) appropriate
measures to be taken in order to demonstrate that the
processing of personal data is in compliance with this
Regulation. Where a data protection impact
assessment indicates that processing operations
involve a specific (... ) risk which the controller cannot
mitigate by appropriate measures in terms of available
technology and costs of implementation, a consultation
of the supervisory authority should take place prior to
the processing.

be responsible for the carrying out of a data protection
impact assessment to evaluate, in particular, the origin,
nature, likelihood and severity of these risks. The
outcome of the assessment should be taken into
account when determining the (... ) appropriate
measures to be taken in order to demonstrate that the
processing of personal data is in compliance with this
Regulation. Where a data protection impact
assessment indicates that processing operations
involve a specific (... ) risk which the controller cannot
mitigate by appropriate measures in terms of available
technology and costs of implementation, a consultation
of the supervisory authority should take place prior to
the proceSSingat the initiative of the controller.
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Article 25 1) Article 25 1)

Where Article 3(2) applies and the processing the Where Article 3(2) applies and the processing the
controller carries out is likely to result in a specific controller carries out is likely to result in a specific
risk for the rights and freedoms of data subjects, having risk for the rights and freedoms of data subjects, having
regard to the nature, context, scope and purposes of regard to the nature, context. scope and purposes of
the processing; the controller shall designate in writing the processing; the controller shall designate in writing
a representative in the Union. a representative in the Union.

Justification:

This would prove challenging for small app developers based outside the EU but whose service
is available to EU citizens. (In line with Recital 63)
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to object to such changes. dumt:eS.

Article 26 1a Article 26 1a

The processor shall not enlist another processor The processor shall not enlist another processor
without the prior specific or general written without the prior specific or general written
consent of the controller. In the latter case, the consent of the controller. In the latte:-case, the
processor should always inform the controller precesser sheuld tllwtl'y'Sin(erm the centreller en
on any intended changes concerning the tlny intended chtlnges cencerning the tldditien er
addition or replacement of other processors, repltlcement e( ether precessers, thereby gbing
thereby giving the opportunity to the controller the eppertunitv Ie the centreller Ie ehject te such

Justification:

This paragraph should only oblige processor and controller to decide on whether and under
which circumstances the processor may enlist a sub-processor - it should not prescribe how
this process has to be handled.
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Article 26 2)
Article 26 2)

The carrying out of processing by a processor shall be
The carrying out of processing by a processor shall be

governed by a contract or other legal act under
governed by a contract or other legal act
umleF as ll.er Union or Member State law

Union or Member State law binding the .Qrocessor binding the processor to the controller, setting
to the controller, setting out the subject-matter and out the subject-matter and duration of the
duration of the .Qrocessing, the nature and .Qumose processing, the nature and purpose of the
of the .Qrocessing, the ty.Qe of .Qersonal data and processing, the type of personal data and
categories of data subjects, the powers of the categories of data subjects, the powers of
controller ( ... ) and stipulating, in .Qarticular that the controller ( ... ) and stipulating, in
the processor shall: particular that the processor shall:

(a) process the personal data only on instructions from (a) process the personal data only on instructions from
the controller (... ), unless required to do so by the controller ( ... ), unless required to do so by
Union or Member State law to which the processor Union or Member State law to which the processor
is subject; in such a case, the .Qrocessor shall is subject; in such a case, the .Qrocessor shall inform
inform the controller of that legal reguirement the controller of that legal reguirement hefore

before processing the data, unless that law f!.F6ee5sing the dala, unless that law .Qrohibits such

.Qrohibits such information on im.Qortant grounds
information on important grounds of.Qublic interest;

of .Qublic interest; (b) ( ...)

(b) ( ...) (e) ( ...)

(e) ( ...) (d) respeet the eenditiens /01' enlistillg aneth&-

(d) respect the conditions for enlisting another
pl'6ee.~sel' ~.,.), ~meh as a requiFemelll e/ speeijie

processor ( ... ), such as a requirement of specific
pl'iel'pennissiell of the centro/ieI';

prior permission of the controller; (ee) [NEWl enlist another erocessor only" under
cOllditio1ls set by"with the erior eermissioll o[.tlte
cOlltroller and to ellsure all relevant erovisiolls
governing the erocessing olll.ersollal data by"the
erocessor are made bindillg Oil such Ilew
erocessorsj

(e) to the extent stipulated, taking into account the (e) to the extent stipulated in the agreement, taking

nature of the processing, assist the controller in into account the nature of the processing, assist the

responding to requests for exercising the data controller in respond.i!!g to requests for exercising

subject's rights laid down in Chapter III; the data subject's rights laid down in Chapter III;

(1) to the extent stipulated, assist the controller in (f) to the exten~ stipulated in the agreement, assist the

ensuring compliance with the obligations pursuant controller ill ensuring compliance with the

to Articles 30 to 34; obligations pursuant to Articles 30 to 34;

(g) return or delete, at the choice of the controller, the (g) return or delete, at the choice of the controller, the

personal data u.Qonthe termination of the .Qrovision personal data u.Qonthe termination of the .Qrovision

of data .Qrocessing services s.Qecified in the contract of data .Qrocessing services s.Qecified in the contract

or other legal act, unless there is a reguirement to or other legal act, unless theFe is a l'f!!J.uirement 16

store the data under Union or Member State law to sl6re the dala undel' (inion el' AlemheF Slate law 16

which the .Qrocessor is subject; which I.fte f!.l'6ee55ol'is 5uhieet;

(h) make available to the controller ( ... ) all information (h) make available to the controller ( ... ) all information

necessary to demonstrate compliance with the necessary to demonstrate compliance with the

obligations laid down in this Article and allow for obligations laid down in this Article and allow for

and contribute to audits conducted by the and contribute to audits conducted by the

controller. controller or a third ear!!!. the ll.rocessor alld the
cOlltroller agree Oil.



The processor must immediately inform the controller if, The processor must immeditlte/y upon discovery inform
in his opinion, an instruction breaches data protection the controller if, in his opinion, an instruction breaches
rules. data protection rules.

Justification:

A duty to inform before processing is unrealistic: Problems can only be identified during the
actual processing.

Moreover, the proposed text introduces a host of new requirements for data processors and
states how these should be included in the contractual arrangements. Some of these additions
are unworkable in practice. For example, a controller may want to ensure that additional sub-
processors - which may be numerous - apply effective data protection. But it should be clear
this does not mean they should assess each in turn prior to their employment. As the processor
has the closer relationship, they are better placed to make such a judgment. In relation to
handing over results at the end of processing, there may be no results as such to hand over if
the data minimisation principle has been effectively applied. Making data available to the
supervisory authority should be handled by the controller. Certain information may be subject
to a confidentiality obligation under law or contract and hence a processor may not be at liberty
to disclose such information to a supervisory authority. Moreover, such data should not be
required to be transmitted on a regular basis as this would overburden authorities and further
increase the administrative burden. Finally, Art 26(4) implies that the controller would need to
provide very detailed instructions as to what personal data the processor shall process. In
reality, this is often not the case, yet based on this article the processor would carry the liability
for not receiving extremely detailed instructions from the controller. Where a processor does
breach such instructions, it is logical that the processor is considered a controller in respect of
that processing but there is no reason to include the original data controller as a joint controller
in this instance.

Note: paragraph 2 could be in breach of the principle of freedom of contracting.

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal
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Article 26 2a)

Where a processor enlists (... ) another processor for
carrying out specific processing activities on behalf of
the controller, the same data protection obligations as
set out in the contract or other legal act between the
controller and the processor as referred to in paragraph
2 shall be imposed on that other processor by way of a
contract or other legal act under Union or Member State
law, in particular providing sufficient guarantees to
implement appropriate technical and organisational
measures in such a way that the processing will meet
the requirements of this Regulation. Where that other
processor fails to fulfil its data protection obligations,
the initial processor shall remain fully liable to the
controller for the performance of that other processor's
obligations.

Article 26 2a)

Where a processor enlists (... ) another processor for
carrying out specific proceSSing activities on behalf of
the controller, the same relevant data protection
obligations as set out in the contract or other legal act
between the controller and the processor as referred to
in paragraph 2 shall be imposed on that other processor
by way of a contract or other legal act under Union or
Member State law, in particular providing sufficient
guarantees to implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures in such a way that the
proceSSing will meet the relevant requirements of this
Regulation. Where that other processor fails to fulfil its
data protection obligations. the initial processor shall
remain fully liable to the controller for the performance
of that other processor's obligations.
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pursuant to Articles 39 and 39a. or proGessor pursuant to ArtiGles 39 and 39a.

Article 26 2ab) Article 26 2ab)

Without prejudice to an individual contract between the WithoutprejudiGe to an individual GontraGt between
controller and the processor, the contract or the other the Gontroller and the proGessor, the GontraGt or the
legal act referred to in paragraphs 2 and 2a may be other legal aGt referred to in paragraphs 2 and 2a
based, in whole or in part, on standard contractual may be based, in whole or in part, on standard
clauses referred to in paragraphs 2b and 2c or on GontraGtual GialJSes referred to in paragraphs 2b
standard contractual clauses which are part of a and 2G or on standard GontraGwal Glauses vthiGh
certification granted to the controller or processor are part of a GertifiGation granted to the Gontroller

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 2b)

The Commission may lay down standard contractual
clauses for the matters referred to in paragraph 2 and
2a and in accordance with the examination procedure
referred to in Article 87(2).

The Commission may lay down standard
GontraGwal GlalJSes for the matters referred to in
paragraph 2 and 2a and in aGGordanGe with the
examination proGedure referred to in ArtiGle B7(2).

Article 26 2b)

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 2c) Article 26 2c)

A supervisory authority may adopt standard contractual A supervisorv authority may adopt standard
clauses for the matters referred to in paragraph 2 and GontraGtual GialJSes for the matters referred to in
2a and in accordance with the consistency mechanism paragraph 2 and 2a and in aGGordanGe with the
referred to in Article 57. GonsistenGY meGhanism referred to in ArtiGle 57.

Justification for Articles 26 2ab), 2b) and 2c):

These clauses are in breach of the contractual freedom principle.

Presidency text DIGITALEUROPEproposal

Article 26 3) Article 26 3)

The contract or the other legal act referred to in The GontraGt or the other legal aGt referred to in
paragraphs 2 and 2a shall be in writing, including in an paragraphs 2 and 2a shall be in writing. inGluding in
electronic form. an e/eGtroniG form.

Justification:

These clauses are in breach of some national legal traditions. (e.g French civil code)



I
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@l the name and contact details of the processor or l!1 the name and contact details of the processor

Article 28 2a) a

Each processor shall maintain a record of all
categories of personal data processing activities
carried out on behalf of a controller, containing:

processors and of each controller on behalf of
which the processor is acting, and of the
controller's representative, if any;

fQl the name and contact details of the data
protection officer, if any;

.(9 the categories of processing carried out on
behalf of each controller;

Article 28 2a) a

Each processor shall maintain a record of all
categories of personal data processing activities
carried out on behalf of a controller, containing:

or processors and of each controller on
behalf of which the processor is acting, and
of the controller's representative, if any;

fQl the name and contact details of the data
protection officer, if any;

(§l the categories of processing carried out on
behalf of each controller;

Justification:

We believe this would already be captured by the contract with the controller or sub-processor
and is therefore an unnecessary duplication.
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Article 31 1)

In the case of a personal data breach which is likely to
result in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms of
data subjects, such as discrimination, identity theft or
fraud, financial loss, breach of anonymity or
pseudonymity. damage of reputation, loss of
confidentiality of data protected by professional secrecy
or any other significant economic or social
disadvantage, the controller shall without undue delay
and, where feasible, not later than 72 hours after having
become aware of it, notify the personal data breach to
the supervisory authority competent in accordance with
Article 51. The notification to the supervisory authority
shall be accompanied by a reasoned justification in
cases where it is not made within 72 hours.

Justification:

Article 31 1)

In the case of a personal data breach which is likely to
result in a specific risk for the rights and freedoms of
data subjects, such as discrimination, identity theft or
fraud, financial loss, breach of anonymity or
pseudonymity. damage of reputation, loss of
confidentiality of data protected by professional secrecy
or any other significant economic or social
disadvantage, the controller shall without undue delay
and, vlhere feasible, not later than 72 hours after
having become aware of it, notify the personal data
breach to the supervisory authority competent in
accordance with Article 51. The notification to the
supervisory authority shall be accompanied by a
reasonedjustification in cases where it is not made
within ll. hours.

We warmly welcome that the Presidency text introduces a materiality threshold as to what
types of personal data breaches should be notified. At the same time, we regret that the
Presidency text does not state that breaches should be notified without 'undue delay'. We firmly
believe that the notification deadline should be flexible enough to reflect the different degrees
of complexity in identifying the nature and scope of a breach depending on the breach in



question and so as not to interrupt a company's efforts to deal with the breach and withstand
sustained attacks (which could actually lead to further breaches).
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be required if a communication of the data subject
is not required under Article 32(3)(a) and (b).

be required if a communication of the data subject
is not required under Article 32(3)(a) and (b).

Article 311a) Article 311a)

1a. The notification referred to in paragraph 1 shall not 1a. The notification referred to in paragraph 1 shall not

DIGITALEUROPE would like to stress that this paragraph should be retained.
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Article 315) Article 31 5)

Pursuant to Union law or the law of a Member State Pursuant to Union law or the law of a Member State
the competent supervisory authority shall inform the competent supervisory authority shall inform
the national information security authorities the national information security authorities
without undue delay about the data breach. without undue delay about the data breach.

DIGITALEUROPE would like to point out that this obligation should depend on the nature of
the breach, Le. if the breach was due to a security flaw.
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Article 33 dd)

processing operations involving personal data
which are particularly invasive, for example, on
account of their secrecy, where a new technology
is used, where it is more difficult for data subjects
to exercise their rights, or where reasonable
expectations are not met, for example owing to the
context of the processing operation;

Article 33 dd)

processing operations involving personal data
which are particularly invasive, for example, on
account of their secrecy, '••••here a new technology
is used, where it is more difficult for data subjects
to exercise their rights, or where reasonable
expectations are not met, for example owing to the
context of the processing operation;

Justification:

Technology should be treated the same regardless of whether new or not. This does not
promote innovation.

The term "reasonable expectations" is legally uncertain.
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The supervisory authority shall establish and make
The supervisory authority shall establish and make

public a list of the kind of processing operations
public a list of the kind of processing operations which

which are subject to the requirement for a data
are subject to the requirement for a data protection
impact assessment pursuant to point (e) of paragraph
2. The supervisory authority shall communicate those
lists to the European Data Protection Board.

protection impact assessment pursuant to point Ce)
of paragraph 2. The supervisory authority shall
communicate those lists to the European Data
Protection Board.

Article 33 2a)
Article 33 2a)

Justification:

This would let individual DPAs specify broad categories of processing that will require prior
consultation and therefore undermine the basic principle of the same law applying cross the
board.
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Article 33 2b) Article 33 2b)

The supervisory authority may also establish and The supervisory authority may shall also establish
make public a list of the kind of processing and make public a list of the kind of processing
operations for which no data protection impact operations for which no data protection impact
assessment is required. The supervisory authority assessment is required. The supervisory authority
shall communicate those lists to the European Data shall communicate those lists to the European Data
Protection Board. Protection Board.

The term "shall" avoids one-way traffic
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Article 34 Article 34

Where the supervisory authority is of the opinion that Where the supervisory authority is of the opinion that
the intended processing referred to in paragraph 2 the intended processing referred to in paragraph 2
would not comply with this Regulation, in particular would not comply with this Regulation, in particular
where the controller has insufficiently identified or where the controller has insufficiently identified or
mitigated the risk, it shall within a maximum period of 6 mitigated the risk, it shall within a maximum period of 6
weeks following the request for consultation give advice weeks following the request for consultation give advice
to the data controller. in writing. and may prohibit the to the data controller. in writing. and may prohibit the
processing pursuant to Article 53. paragraph 1b. processing pursuant to Article 53. paragraph 1b.
letter e). This period may be extended for a further six letter e). This period may be extended for a further six
weeks, taking into account the complexity of the weeks, taking into account the complexity of the
intended processing. Where the extended period intended processing. Where the extended period
applies, the controller or processor shall be informed applies, the controller or processor shall be informed
within one month of receipt of the request of the within one month of receipt of the request of the
reasons for the delay. reasons for the delay.



DIGITALEUROPE asks for a reduction of the time period. This seems very long and does not
match the innovation timescale - it can take up to 3 months until a consultation is responded
to.


